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This booklet is a guide to operating the LM TRAC 385 multi-purpose machine. It contains
detailed driving and maintenance instructions. We recommend that you follow the scheduled
maintenance program and routinely service your machine every day, thus helping it to
maintain its performance.
Service and repair not mentioned in this booklet require special tools or accurate metering. In
such a case we encourage you to consult the expert personnel of your dealer. They will be
happy to help you.
Use only original LM TRAC spare parts. They are designed for your machine and enable
maximum performance. They will also save you money and increase the operating life of your
machine. Order the spare parts according to the instructions in the beginning of the spare
parts catalogue.
As we in Oy Lai-Mu Ab continuously develop our products, we reserve the right to alter
technical details without any notice. Therefore, some details of your machine may be
different from those presented in this book.
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SAFETY AND HANDLING
INSTRUCTIONS
LM
TRAC
385
multi-purpose
machine complies with the latest
European safety regulations. Please
consider
the following general
instructions concerning safety.

l Do no lend the machine to an
unexperienced user. You are
responsible if the machine causes
damages.
l Do not let children in the cab or
near the machine while the engine
is running.
l Do not transport other people
with the machine.

l Make sure the lights are
functioning and the reflectors are
clean. Check that the lights are
correctly directed.
l Do not drive with a machine that
is out of order. Do the necessary
service and repair in time.
l Never start or run the engine in a
closed space. Beware of carbon
monoxide poisoning.
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l When starting the engine, beware
that nobody or nothing you could
hurt is near when you drive or use
the implements.
l NOTE! Do not start the engine
while
standing
beside
the
machine.
l Start the engine only when sitting
in the cab.
l Use always suitable clothing,
preferably proper overalls. Avoid
loose, fluttered clothes.

l When you get off the machine, let
the implement down to the
ground and turn off the engine.
Follow this procedure also when
cleaning or servicing the machine.
l Turn off the engine or apply park
brake always when leaving the
cab.
l Stop the engine while refueling.
Avoid smoking and making fire
during refueling.
Refuel outside. If you pour fuel
directly from a container, use a
funnel. Wipe the overflowed fuel
carefully.

l Do not service or repair the
machine while the engine is
running.
l Stop the engine also while
servicing
or
repairing
the
implements.
l While repairing the electrical
equipment,
disconnect
the
grounding cable clip from the
battery poles. Disconnect the
ground connection also while
welding in the machine.
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l Do not open the cap of the
cooling system while the engine is
hot or still running. Wait until the
engine has cooled down and open
to cap ’to the first position’ to
allow pressure to drop.

l The high pressure hydraulic oil
may
cause
damage
while
spurting. Make sure there is no
pressure in the equipment when
opening the connections.

l Do not step into or leave a
moving machine.

l Always press the foot pedal slowly
when starting, that way you can
avoid a ’destructive’ start.

l Keep the doors closed while using
the machine.
l Use the seat belt always while
driving. Do not perform drivingor working action from the outside
of the cabin.

l While driving in bumpy terrain,
adjust your speed accordingly to
avoid breaking the equipment.

l Drive the machine at a proper
speed to control it perfectly.
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l Avoid excess tilt on leaning
ground. Don’t change the speed
range on a slope.
l Do not drive the machine on too
leaning slopes or near the slopes.
Be extra careful when it is raining
or when the ground is slippery.
l If the machine falls over, hold on
the steering wheel or the handles
on both sides. DO NOT JUMP!

l Emergency exit through the roof
hatch or through the right service
door.

l Keep a safe distance to the edge
of an excavation or other place
that may fall in.

l Keep in mind that the tilt may vary
depending on the implement and
load. When carrying a load, keep it
as low as possible.

l While pulling a load downhill, use
a lower speed range and adjust
the speed with the foot pedal.
Avoid the slackening of speed
with the break foot pedal.
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l Do not fasten the towline so high
that the machine may tilt while
pulling.
l While using implements, follow
strictly their operating- and safety
instructions.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION
LM TRAC 385 is a special machine. To
obtain the maximum performance, you
should familiarize yourself with the
operation principles of the machine.
Work should be carried out using the
special features of the machine. This
will result in good performance and
good quality of work.
LM TRAC 385 has a component
structure which means fast and easy
maintenance and repair. The power
source, Lombardini LDW2004 diesel
engine, and the attached hydraulic
pumps for driving, working and steering
build up a totality which rests on rubber
cushions preventing engine vibration in
the cab. The safety cabin is also
connected with rubber dampers to
minimize noise level.
The plastic fuel tank is located under
the cabin. The filling cap can be found
behind a left door.
The hydraulic oil tank is located in the
front of the rear frame and checking the
oil level can be carried out without
opening the engine hood.
The LM Trac 385 does not have
separate axles. The machine turns and
swivels on the centre pivot between the
front and rear frames. The centre pivot
has replaceable bearings.

The implements are connected to
implement connectors in the front or
back of the machine or on the engine
hood.
Power transmission for driving is fully
hydraulic
which
makes
flexible
automatic forward-backward driving
possible. One pedal (accelerator) and
an electric direction control replaces the
conventional clutch/accelerator and
brake/gear functions of a mechanical
power transmission. Position of the
pedal determines the amount of oil
produced by the driving pump for the
driving motors in each wheel hub. The
more you press the driving pedal the
greater the amount of oil and the higher
the speed. When you reduce pressure
from the driving pedal, the machine
automatically brakes. The same applies
to backward driving.
LM TRAC 385 has two speed ranges:
low speed range 0-15 km/h and high
speed range 0-30 km/h. The four-cylinder
antechamber diesel engine rotates a
variable-volume axialpiston pump. The
pump operates two-speed hub motors in
the wheel hubs. Driving speed control is
continuous over the whole speed range.
The machine has continuous four-wheel
drive both forward and backward. The

wheel motors are connected in parallel to
maximize tractive power.
The use of implements is fully hydraulic.
The power source is a variable-volume
axialpiston pump. The system is
automatically load-sensing, controlling
the oil flow from the pump depending on
the current need.
The machine has
hydrostatically
assisted articulated steering. Steering is
operative also when the engine is off, but
then it is very stiff. The system consists
of a separate pump, control valve
(orbitrol) and two steering cylinders.
In connection with the hub motors on the
front the machine has oil bath lamella
multidisc brakes that function both as
driving and parking brakes. Another
braking system is the automatic brake
function of the fully hydraulic power
transmission, which is used to stop the
machine when driving.
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1. Engine
2. Hydraulic driving pump
3. Hydraulic working pump
4. Hub motor (4 pcs)
5. Steering valve (Orbitrol)
6. Centre pivot and steering
cylinders
7. Accelerator pedal
8. Steering and controls
9. Implement connection, front
10.
Rear
lifting apparatus
(optional)
11. Front electric connection
12. Electric connection for trailer
13. Fuel tank & filling cap
14. Hydraulic oil tank
15. Windshield washer tank
16. Fuses
17. Hydraulic connections, front
18. Hydraulic connection, rear
19. Main switch
20. Cabin air intake
21. Engine block heater electric
connection
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Engine
1. Injection nozzle
2. Intake manifold
3. Glow plugs
4. Injection pump
5. Fuel pump
6. Fuel filter
7. Fan blade
8. Fan belt
9. Coolant circulating pump
10. Thermostat
11. Oil filter
12. Oil fill cap
13. Oil dipstick
14. Oil pressure switch
15. Oil drain plug
16. Breather gap
17. Alternator
18. Engine heater
19. Starter motor
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Implement connection
(3-point connection)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Lift arms
Implement connection
Lift cylinders
Rigging screw
Snap couplings for cylinder use
-2 pairs standard (5a and 5b)
-1 pair optional (5c)
6. Snap couplings for hydraulic
motor use
- 1 pair standard (6a and 6b)
7. Bleed oil coupling
8. Implement electric plug, 12V
9. Mechanical floatation studs
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Implement connection
(A-frame)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A-frame
Lift arm
Hydraulic cylinder
Hydraulic cylinder
Stabilizer
Snap couplings for cylinder use
-2 pairs standard (6a and 6b)
7. Snap couplings for motor
hydraulic use
- 1 pair standard (7a and 7b)
8. Drain oil coupling
9. Implement electric plug, 12V
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COUNTERS AND
CONTROLS

30. Rocking-switch for front electric
connection

1. Steering wheel

13. Ignition switch

2. Steering column adjustment

14. Sunroof, can be fully opened

3. Left combination switch

31. Push button for front electric
connection

15. Joystick

32. Seat belt

16. Switch for front implement rotation
direction ( ï , OFF, ð )

33. Locking mechanism for engine
cover

17. Stepless control for front implement
rotation speed

34. Engine bay light

* Driving direction selector
= Forward/Neutral/Reverse
* Speed range selector
(push button)
Slow range 0-15 km/h
Fast range 0-30 km/h

4. Right combination switch
* Blinker ( ï , ð )
* Horn
* Windshield wiper
* Windshield washer
* High beam
5. Accelerator pedal
6. Brake pedal
7. Switch for hazard warning light
8A ja 8B. Signal light module
9. Keyboard for multi-function display

18. Front cylinder hydraulic use

35. Additional front cylinder hydraulic
use (optional)
36. Lever for rear lifting apparatus
and rear cylinder hydraulic use
(optional)

19. Switch for headlights
20. Driving program selector
21. Cigarette lighter, 12V

37. External use of
apparatus (optional)

22. Switch for working lights
23. Max driving speed controller
24. Switch for rotating warning light
25. Emergency stop for engine

rear

lifting

38. Switch for rear implement rotation
direction ( ï , OFF, ð ) (optional)
39. Switch for seat heating (optional)
40. Switch for hand drive (optional)

26. Inner light

41. Lever for hand drive (optional)

27. Heater fan switch (0,1,2,3)

10. Multi-function display

28. Cabin temperature controller

42. Switch and signal light for airconditioning (optional)

11. Switch for parking brake

29. Hand gas lever

43. Radio-cassetteplayer (optional)

12. Main switch
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FUNCTIONS OF COUNTERS AND CONTROLS
1. Steering wheel
Important!
Do not keep the steering wheel
turned to the extreme position for a
long period of time as this may heat
up the oil and strain the safety valve.
2. Steering column adjustment
The steering column can be tilted
and raised/lowered. By pressing the
lever down the steering column can
be tilted forward and backward. By
lifting the lever up the steering
column can be raised and lowered.
3. Left combination switch
*
Driving
direction
forward/backward
3-stage lever (F,N,R)

control,

(F) – Lever forward = drive forward
(N) – Lever in the middle = neutral
(R) – Lever back = drive backwards

The chosen driving direction can
be seen in the signal light module.
In reverse there will also be a
warning sound.

4. Right combination switch
Ignition:
The engine will not start if the
driving direction control is either in
the forward- or backward position.
Put the switch in the neutral
position when starting the engine.
The engine can be started with the
driving
direction
control
in
forward- or backward position, if
the parking brake (11) has been
switched on.
* Speed range
The machine has two speed
ranges; 0-15 km/h (slow) ja 0-30
km/h (fast).
The speed range is chosen by
pushing the button at the end of
the combination switch. Pressing
the button will change the range
from slow to fast and vice versa.
Attention!!! Changing the speed
range can be carried out in slow
speed (walking pace). The machine
does not have to be stopped to
change the speed range.

* Blinker ( ï , ð )
Lever back = blinking to the right
Lever front = blinking to the left
* Horn
Is activated by pushing the button
at the end of the switch.
* Windshield wiper
Works by turning the inner roll. 2speed wiper.
0 – Stop
J – Stop
I – Slow
II – Fast

* Windshield washer
Works by pushing the outer roll
towards the steering wheel.
* High beam selector
The high beams are activated by
pulling the switch up. Driving lights
are chosen by pulling the switch up
another time. The signal light
module (8B2)will show when high
beams are chosen.

The signal light module (8B3) will
show when the fast speed range is
chosen.
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5. Accelerator pedal
The accelerator pedal controls the
rpm of the diesel engine as well as
driving speed. The more the pedal is
pressed, the faster the machine
moves, if the driving direction has
been chosen.
(The rpm of the engine can also be
controlled with the hand gas, see
section 29.)

8A. Signal light module

1

2

3

4

8B. Signal light module

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

STOP

5

6

7

8

A1 -

Engine temperature

B1 -

Blinker

A2 -

Engine oil pressure

B2 -

High beam

A3 -

Hydraulic oil level

B3 -

Fast speed range

A4 -

Return filters

B4 -

Driving direction, FORWARD

7. Hazard warning light & signal
light

A5 -

Charging

B5 -

Parking brake

A6 -

Engine air filter

B6 -

Glowing

The signal light shows that hazard
warning light is on.

A7 -

Central warning light & beep

B7 -

Not used (free)

A8 -

Intermediate pressure filters

B8 - Driving direction,
BACKWARD

6. Brake pedal
Hydraulic oil bath lamella multidisc
brakes on front wheels.

Find out more about the signal light
module on next page;
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Functions of the signal light
modules:

and find out what is causing the
alarm.

A3 signal means that the hydraulic
oil level is below the looking glass
(add hydraulic oil and check for
possible leaks!!).

The central alarm function (A7) is
activated only after the engine has
been started (after the charger has
started charging).

A6 signal means that the engine filter
is getting clogged. Stop the engine
and change the filter.
The ’alarm’ (A7) will go off once the
clogged filter is replaced.

B3 signals that the fast speed range
is chosen. In addition, there will be a
signal light going off momentarily
when the engine is started (the
control unit of the driving pump is
doing a self-diagnostic check).

A7 signal acts as a central alarm
signal including following functions;
A1 – Engine temperature
A2 – Engine oil pressure
A3 – Hydraulic oil level
A4 – Return filter clogginess
A6 – Air filter clogginess
A8
–
Intermed.press.filter
clogginess
The cental alarm signal starts
blinking and a buzzer ringing when
there
is
a
fault
with
the
abovementioned. For example, if the
engine temperature rises above limit
the A1 will light up and A7 will start
to blink and buzzer will go off.
Always stop the engine immediately

be monitored simultaneously. Use
the
keypad
to
choose
the
preprogrammed function groups that
you want to monitor.

9. Multi-function display keypad,
VDO D´MAC

The display has preprogrammed
functions. The keypad is used to
choose the functions that want to be
monitored on the display (see
section 10). All the functions cannot
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Key functions;
Changing main display
Changing
display

secondary

Not used
Reset
When the engine is started the
instrument panel runs through a start
test (all the functions will be seen on
the display), after which the display
will return to the same starting
display.
By pressing the main display and
secondary display buttons you can
choose functions by groups.
The reset button will e.g. reset the
tripmeter or alarms (Check page 22).
The display groups can be found on
the following functional diagram. By
pressing the main display button you
can choose the next display group.
The active function is inside a
blinking frame. The active function
can be changed by pressing the
seconday display button (not in every
group, however).
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KEYPAD FUNCTIONS;
Engine start-up à
STARTING DISPLAY:

- RPM BAR (ALWAYS VISIBLE)
RPM (1/min) OR
SPEED (km/h)

3. PUSH

1. PUSH

à 1. DISPLAY

à 3. DISPLAY

- RPM BAR
- RPM OR SPEED
- FUEL
- ENGINE TEMP. OR HYDRAULIC OIL TEMP.

4. PUSH

à 4. DISPLAY

2. PUSH

(BAR + SMALL NUMBERS)

2

5
6

OIL PRESSURE, bar
(SMALL NUMBERS)

5. PUSH

8d 9 8b 8c 8a

SERVICE HOURS OR TACHOMETER
(RESET) OR TOTAL TRAVEL OR HOUR
TRIP (RESET)
(SMALL NUMBERS)

6. PUSH

à RETURN TO

STARTING DISPLAY

1 – LARGE NUMBER DISPLAY
2 – SMALL NUMBER DISPLAY
3 – RPM BAR
4 - FUEL
5 – HYDRAULIC OIL TEMPERATURE
6 – COOLANT TEMPERATURE
7 – ENGINE VOLTAGE
8 – ALARMS (see next page)
9 – ENGINE OIL PRESSURE

The symbols indicate what values the
displays show.
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7

SYMBOLS:

à 5. DISPLAY

- RPM BAR
- RPM OR SPEED
- FUEL
- ENGINE TEMP. OR HYDRAULIC OIL TEMP.

à 2. DISPLAY

- RPM BAR
- RPM OR SPEED
- FUEL
ENGINE TEMPERATURE OR
HYDRAULIC OIL TEMP, ºC

4

- RPM BAR
- RPM OR SPEED
- FUEL
- ENGINE TEMP. OR HYDRAULIC OIL TEMP.

FUEL
- ENGINE TEMPERATURE

1

(SMALL NUMBERS)

- RPM BAR
- RPM OR SPEED

(BAR)

3

ENGINE VOLTAGE, V

(BAR + SMALL NUMBERS)

- FUEL (BAR)
- ENGINE TEMPERATURE (BAR)
- SERVICE HOURS (TOTAL)

10. MULTI-FUNCTION DISPLAY,
VDO D´MAC
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Alarms of multi-function display:
The alarm triangle (8a) will start
blinking if abovementioned functions
have a breakdown. In addtition to the
triangle, other symbols will blink
according to the chart.
The delay shows how long there can
be a fault in the function before the
alarm goes off.

11. Parking brake switch + signal

3

FUNCTION

1.
2.
3.
14.
5.
6.

LIMITS

Engine oil pressure
Voltage
Coolant temperature
Hydraulic oil temperature
Engine rpm
Fuel

2

2s
20 s
10 s
5s
3s
15 s

BLINKING SYMBOLS

8a+8c+8d+9
8a+8c+7
8a+8c+8d+6
8a+8c+8d+5
8a+8b+ (1/min)
8a+4

5

Stop the engine immediately when
an alarm goes off and find the cause
of the alarm. Carry out necessary
service and repairs.
ATTENTION!! There can be many
alarms at one time and each has to
be reset separately. Reset is carried
out by pressing the Reset button on
the keypad (see section 9, page 20).
The Reset button has to be
depressed for 5 seconds for the
alarm to stop.
The alarms reset in the order as
depicted in the chart. For example, if

DELAY

0,4 bar
11,5 V tai 15,0 V
100 °C
75 °C4
3100 r/min
10 ltr

6
8d 9 8b 8c 8a

7

The parking brake is electro-hydraulic.
The switch controls a magnetic valve,
which in turn controls the oil pressure
on the front wheel brakes. When the
engine is running there is an ’opening
pressure’. The parking brake switch
releases this pressure so that the
brakes come on. The parking brake is
always on when the engine is stopped
regardless of the position of the switch.
The signal will light up to indicate the
parking brake is on. There will also be
a signal in the signal module (8B5).
Attention!! Anti-start system
When the direction control switch
is
in
the
FORWARDor
BACKWARD-position,
it
is
possible to start the engine if the
parking brake is switched on.

the fuel and voltage alarms both go
off, the voltage alarm will blink first.
When the voltage alarm has been
reset, the alarm for fuel will start
blinking.
The alarms will go off until the faults
have been corrected.

12. Main switch
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The main switch is located in the front
left portion of the rear frame. The lever
of the main switch can be removed
when the main current is switched off.
The loose lever should be stored e.g.
in the cabin behind locked doors.

13. Ignition switch

14. Sunroof
The sunroof can be opened and
locked in the open position for
ventilation.
The sunroof can also be used as an
exit. Then the locking pin of the
opening system has to be removed.
15. Joystick

Position P = not used
Position 0 = main current off,
parking
light
and
headlights
operational,
stop-position
Position I

= main current on

Position II = manual glowing
Position III = start

Pushing the joystick forward lowers
the implement and pulling the
joystick
backward
raises
the
implement.
When the stick is pushed to left or
right, the double-function cylinder
connected by snap-couplings can be
used.
16. Switch for front
rotation direction,
( ï , OFF, ð ), (PTO1)

The three-position switch is used to
choose the rotation direction of the
hydraulic-driven implement. In the
middle position the motor hydraulics
is switched off. The ’normal’ rotation
direction is switched on when the
switch is turned toward the signal
light (pressure on male contact).
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17. Stepless control for
implement rotation speed.

front

A potentiometer can be used to
control the front motor hydraulic
output steplessly in both directions
between 0-60 liters.
The output needed is dependent on
the
implement
used.
Avoid
overloading the implement, because
it might damage the implement and
heat the hydraulic oil unnecessarily.
The ideal hydraulic flow needed by
the implement can be found out from
the implement manufacturer.
18. Front cylinder hydraulic use
Implements connected to the cylinder
hydraulics connections in the front
can be used by pressing the buttons.
For example, turning one wing of a vplough.
19. Switch for headlights
0 – No lights
1 – Parking lights
2 - Headlights
Switching on headlights requires that
the main current is on.

20. Driving program selector
The machine is equipped with an
electrically controlled pump for
driving hydraulics. There are two
different programs in the pump, light
drive program and heavy use
program.
The light drive program can be used
when driving on soft ground, e.g. on
grass. The machine will start moving
without unnecessary slipping of
wheels.
The heavy use program is good for
e.g. show blowing when a maximal
driving force is needed upon starting.
When the switch is in the OFFposition, the heavy use program is
on. When the switch is depressed
towards the symbol, the light drive
program is on.
The signal of the switch will light up
momentarily upon starting the engine
(as a sign of a self-diagnostic check
of the control unit of the driving
pump).
If the switch signal starts flashing
during driving, find out the problem
with the help of the following
diagram.

Number of flashes
No

Reason

1
2
3

Internal error
Internal error
Error in the driving
potentiometer
Current on both
coils

4

5

Both driving
directions active

6

Current value=0 on
solenoid

7

1A fuse broken

1 flash
2 flashes
Speed
limited
Machine
won’t
move
Machine
won’t
move
Machine
won’t
move
Machine
won’t
move

In case of malfunction;
1-2 Contact dealer
3-7 Check the wiring connected to
the function. If the signal does
not stop flashing, contact
dealer.
21. Cigarette lighter, 12V
It is also possible to connect e.g. a
mobile phone charger to the cigarette
lighter.
Attention!! 12 V operating voltage
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22. Switch for working lights
0 – No working lights on
1 – Front working lights on
2 – Front- and rear work lights on
3 – Rear working lights on
Switching on working lights requires
that the main current is on. (Front
working lights are optional.)

23. Max driving speed controller
The potentiometer can be used to
control the driving speed of the
machine while the rpm of the diesel
engine stays the same. Value 0 of
the potentiometer gives maximum
driving speed. Respectively, with
value 10 of the potentiometer the
machine will not move.
The driving speed controller can be
used e.g. when using a flail mower.
The controller limits the driving
speed in difficult conditions when the
diesel engine has higher rpm to run
the
working
hydraulics
pump
effectively.
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24. Switch for rotating warning
light (beacon)
The switch signal will light up when
the warning light is on.
25. Emergency stop for engine
With the emergency stop switch the
engine can be stopped from the
outside of the cabin. When the
switch has been pressed, it will stay
in the OFF-position and the engine
will not start. Turn the switch in the
direction of the arrows to release the
push button.
26. Inner light
The 2-position switch of the inner
light is on the light itself (in the right
upper edge of the cabin).
27. Heater fan switch (0,1,2,3)
There are three positions to control
the rotating speed of the fan and a 0position.
28. Cabin temperature controller,
water valve
The valve controls the temperature of
the cabin ventilation air
A = OPEN (heating on)
Z = CLOSED (heating off)

The push button is connected in
parallel with switch no. 30.

29. Hand gas
The hand gas is used to choose the
engine rpm manually.
Adjust the engine rpm by pressing
the button on the top of the knob and
pull the whole knob up at the same
time until the engine rpm is suitable.
By turning the knob the engine rpm
can be fine-tuned.
ATTENTION!! If you leave the
machine running with higher than
normal rpm, make sure the parking
brake has been applied.

32. Seat belt
33. Locking mechanism for engine
cover
Open the locking mechanism and
raise the engine cover. Attach the
opening device carefully before e.g.
servicing the engine.
34. Engine bay light
2-position switch is on the light itself.

DO NOT RELEASE THE PARKING
BRAKE
BEFORE
YOU
HAVE
LOWERED THE RPMs TO IDLE.

35.
Additional
front
hydraulic use (optional)

30. Rocking switch for front electric
connection

Turning the roll forward or backward
enable the use of an implement
connected to the additional front
cylinder hydraulic couplings.

The switch is used to get current to
the front electric connector. The
current goes to pole no. 54.
Front electric plug connections;
54 – Current from switches 30 & 31 (+)
54g – Continuous current from ignition
switch (+)
31 – Ground (-)

31. Push button for front electric
connection

36. Rear lifting apparatus and lever for
rear cylinder hydraulics (optional)
By pressing the mini joystick lever
forward / down the implement in the
rear will go down and by pulling the
lever backward the implement will
rise.
Turning the mini lever left or right
uses the double-function cylinder
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connected
couplings.

to

the

rear

snap

37. External use of rear lifting
apparatus (optional)
The rear lifting apparatus can be
lifted and lowered with this lever.
ATTENTION!! Always switch on the
parking brake when using the rear
lifting apparatus externally.
38. Switch for rear implement
rotation direction,
( ï , OFF, ð ),(PTO2),(optional)
This 3-position switch is used to
choose the rotation direction of the
rear implement. In the middle
position the motor hydraulics is
turned off
(OFF-position). The
’normal’ rotation direction is chosen
by pressing the switch towards the
signal light (pressure on the male
connector).
39.
Switch
(optional)

for

seat

heating

Use the seat heating only when
needed. When cold starting it is
recommended to turn off the seat
heating. The seat heating has a
thermostat to prevent overheating.
The switch signal light is on the the
seat heating is switched on.

40. Switch for hand drive (optional)
In addition to normal drive, the
machine can also be driven manually
from the outside. This switch is used to
choose between normal drive and hand
drive (external drive). When the switch
is in the OFF-position, the normal drive
is chosen (driving direction with left
combination switch and gas pedal).
When the switch is pressed toward the
signal light (ON-position), hand drive is
chosen.
ATTENTION!!! Before switching to
hand drive, notice the following;
- Driving direction control must
be in the NEUTRAL-position
(lever in the middle)
- RPM of the diesel engine
should be very low
The machine may suddenly start
moving when switching to hand drive
if the driving direction is selected and
the engine has high rpm.
41. Lever for hand drive (optional)
The lever can be used to drive the
machine
forward
and
backward
manually from the outside. Using the
lever requires that switch no. 40 is in
hand drive position (ON-position). The
machine can be driven normally even
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with the hand drive selected, but the
maximum driving speed is very low.

42. Air conditioning switch +
signal light (optional)
The signal light in the switch is on
when the air conditioning is on.
43. Radiocassetteplayer +
2 pcs speaker (optional)
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By loosening the tightening
screw the height of the arm rest
on the right side can be adjusted
steplessly.

SEAT ADJUSTMENT

Turning the knob adjusts the
height of the front part of the
seat

1. Seat distance adjustment
Pull the control handle up the
adjust the seat to the desired
position.
2. Seat spring rigidity adjustment
By turning the knob the spring
rigidity
can
be
adjusted
according to the weight of the
driver. The current adjustment
can be seen in the knob.
3. Seat back adjustment
Pull the lever up the adjust the
seat back to the desired position
4. Seat tilt adjustment

5. Lumbar support
The support can be adjusted by
turning the knob.
6. Seat rotation
By pulling the lever up the seat
can be rotated left and right.
7. Front / back -elasticity
By turning the lever the seat can
be locked or turned to a
longitudinally elastic position.
8. Arm rest adjustment
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OPERATING AND DRIVING
INSTRUCTIONS
Make yourself familiar with the controls
and operations of the machine before
you begin to drive. Read the operation
instructions given here. Also, read the
safety instructions given at the
beginning of this booklet and keep
them in your mind while working.
Check always before driving that the
lights, indicators, meters and controls
are in order and that they are
functioning also during the driving.
Make the daily checks according to the
maintenance program before driving.
FIRST 50 HOURS OF OPERATION
Flexible use and varying loads help the
machine to reach a long and
economical life. Remember that the
running-in of a new machine affects the
durability of the machine later.
− Warm up the engine and
hydraulics before loading heavily.
− Do not idle the motor or run it on
full load for more than 5 minutes.
− Avoid steady speeds.
− Avoid sudden brakings and
changes of driving direction

NOTE! Monitor the engine oil pressure
and temperature during driving. Check
regularly coolant and lubricant oil levels.
Check also that the nuts and bolts are
tightly
fastened
(wheels,
exhaust
manifold, axles, hoses, etc.) Tighten if
necessary!

4. After the signal light has turned off,
start the engine. It is only allowed to
run the starting motor for 30
seconds. Release the key when the
engine starts. Wait 30 seconds
before attempting a new start if
needed.

STARTING, DRIVING AND
STOPPING
Both the diesel engine and the
hydraulic transmission require that you
pay attention to the temperature when
starting. When the temperature is
below freezing, it is recommended to
use an engine block heater and
hydraulic oil heater. Both the engine
and the hydraulic oil must be warmed
up before driving.

When engine is running

Starting
1. Set the direction control in the
NEUTRAL-position or switch on the
parking brake to override and antistart.
2. Switch off the hydraulic driven
implements and electrical devices.
3. Turn the ignition on. Automatic
glowing will be switched on and the
signal light in the signal light module
turns on.

Don’t load a cold engine heavily.
In cold conditions warm up the engine
before loading it heavily. A cold engine
will be worn much faster than a warm
one. If the temperature is below
freezing, let the engine run for five
minutes at reasonable rpm. During this
time, the feed pump circulates and
warms up the oil. If you try to drive with
cold oil, the hydraulic circuit makes a
strange, whirring sound -> the pump
cavitates and may break down.
NOTE!! Use always an engine block
heater and hydraulic oil heater in very
cold circumstances.
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Avoid idling the engine for more
than ten (10) minutes.
Prolonged idling of the engine may
damage the engine because the
temperature
in
the
combustion
chamber drops very low and the
burning becomes incomplete. The
nozzles may clog and the valves or the
piston rings may get stuck.
Starting
− Select speed range from selector:
1 = slow range (0-15 km/h)
2 = fast range (0-30 km/h)
(Note! Changing speed ranges can
be carried out during driving if the
driving speed is below 5 km/h.)
− Release the parking brake.
− Select driving direction.
NOTE! Driving direction must be
selected when the engine is idling.

− Stop the machine by lifting your
foot off the driving pedal. When
you release the pedal, the hub
motors will brake themselves and
no separate brake function is
needed to stop the machine.
− Observe the indicator lights and
meters during driving.
Stopping
− Switch on the parking brake.
− Lower the implement down.
− Do
not
stop
the
engine
immediately after stopping the
vehicle. Let the temperature cool
down for a few minutes.
− Stop the engine by turning the
ignition key to the 0-position.

Use of booster battery
− Make sure the booster battery has
the same voltage as the battery in
your machine.
− Do not connect a fully charged
battery to a dead battery since the
discharge
may
cause
an
explosion
− Connect the positive pole (+) of
the booster battery to the positive
pole of the start motor.
− Connect the other cable from the
negative pole (-) of the booster
battery to the engine body (earth
cable).
− When the engine is running,
disconnect first the negative cable
from the engine body and then the
other connections.

Fill up the fuel tank after you have
finished daily work. This way you can
prevent water condensation in the
tank.

− Press the accelerator ⇒ machine
will start to move.
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TOWING

IT IS NOT ALLOWED
TO TOW THE
MACHINE
MAIN RULE:
If some damages occur, it is not
allowed to tow the machine. If the
machine should be moved, it should
be done with a transportation
platform.

WORKING
GENERAL
The driving function of the LM TRAC
385 are carried out with the driving
pedal. Pressing the accelerator pedal
increases the rotation speed of the
diesel engine and the driving pump
controls the oil output to the driving
motors. The driving speed can be
steplessly controlled through the
whole speed range, forward and
backward, and the engine operates
continuously at greatest torque and
lowest specific fuel consumption
(g/kWh) range.

The machine has a break pedal that
can be used in a traditional way. In
addition there is a separate control
function for maximum speed so that
the driving speed of the machine can
be controlled even when there is a
need for the diesel engine to run on
high rpm (e.g. when mowing or
brushing).
The implements connected to the
machine get their operating power
from the working hydraulics pump.
The machine has as standard a loadsensing check valve system. In
addition
there
are
additional
functions of the cylinder hydraulics
that can be controlled with dedicated
controllers.
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available for implements fastened
on the engine cover.
When choosing implements you
must take into consideration the
recommendations made by the
manufacturer of the implements
concerning the size of the base
machine.
When
using
big
implements needing a lot of driving
power great care should be taken to
make sure the cooling system is
clean. If the machine overheats, the
load should be decreased to avoid
overheating.
This
will
greatly
increase the life time of the engine
and hydraulic system.

COUPLING IMPLEMENTS
Front- and rear implements are
connected to either a Kugelmann 3pointor
an
A-frame-type
connection.
The implement is mechanically
locked to the connection.
The driving power needed by the
implements comes from the working
hydraulic circuit by connecting the
hoses of the implement to the snap
couplings on the front of the
machine.
Implements can also be fastened on
the engine cover. There are
fastening points on the frame readily
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TRAILER HITCH
If the machine is equipped with a
trailer hitch, it can pull implements or
a trailer.

M AI N TE N AN C E
Reliability of the machine largely
depends on correct and regular
maintenance.
The maintenance costs are relatively
small compared to repair costs
caused by negligence.
The most important service is the
maintenance performed by the
user. This maintenance includes
greasing, checks and adjustments.

GENERAL
Do not perform maintenance while
the engine is running.
Before service, clean the machine by
using a pressure washer.
Clean the areas around the filling
gap and couplers before adding fuel
or oil.

The periodic maintenance program
presented in this chapter applies to
normal driving conditions. In more
demanding use, the machine should
be serviced more ofter.
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Observe the quality of used oil and
filter when changing them. A great
amount of impurities, e.g. in the
filters, may indicate faults which
must be repaired immediately before
they cause more damages.

Be
especially
careful
when
working on pressurized areas. For
example, a hot cooling system is
pressurized even if the engine is
off.

When you are checking the amount
of oil, locate the machine in a flat
place in order to get right results.

Greasing nipples

Check the engine oil level every
morning.
The cabin can be tilted forward to
make maintenance and checks
easier. Always use service supports
when working under a lilted cabin.

− Clean the nipple heads before
greasing.
− Squeeze in grease until
trickling grease is clean.

the

− Clean up the overtrickling grease.

Scheduled maintenance program
The scheduled maintenance program
starts with the service hour meter
reading 0. Maintenance at 500-hour
intervals should be done when the
meter reading is 500 h, 1000 h, etc.
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S E R V I C E TAB L E
SERVICE ITEM

10 h or
daily

1. Check operations of indicator lamps

X

2. Check engine oil level

X

3. Check amount of coolant and cleanness of cell

X

4. Check air filter and clean dust cover

X

5. Check hydraulic oil level

X

6. Fill windscreen washer tank

X

50 h or
weekly

125 h 250 h 500 h 1000 h 1250 h 1500 h 1750 h 2000 h

(X)

7. Check tightness of wheel bolts (only first 50 hours)
8. Clean cabin incoming air filter

X

9. Clean the engine water separator

X

10. Clean the radiator cell

X

11. Greasing

X

12. Change the engine oil

X

13. Check alternator & fan belt tightness + tighten if necessary

X

14. Change engine oil filter

X

15. Change fuel filter

X

16. Change engine air filter

X

17. Check tire pressures

X

18. Check coolant system hoses + change if necessary

X

19. Check battery fluid level

X

20. Check oil leakages, joints tensioning, couplings and hoses

X

21. Check brake functions

X

A

A

22. Change alternator & fan belts

X

23. Change hydraulic oil return filters (2 pcs)

X

24. Check coolant’s frost resistance

X

25. Change intermediate pressure filter of driving system

X
10 h or
daily

50 h or
weekly

125 h 250 h 500 h 1000 h 1250 h 1500 h 1750 h 2000 h
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A
NOTE !!

SERVICE ITEM

10 h or
daily

50 h or
weekly

125 h 250 h 500 h 1000 h 1250 h 1500 h 1750 h 2000 h

NOTE !!

26. Change coolant and clean cooling system

X

B

27. Clean hydraulic oil tank and change hydraulic oil

X

B

28. Clean fuel tank (remove water)

X

A

29. Check pressures of driving hydraulic system, adjust if needed

X

30. Check max pressure of working hydraulics, adjust if needed

X

31. Check and clean injectors

X

32. Change cabin fresh air filter

X

33. Check alternator

X

34. Check starter motor

X
10 h or
daily

50 h or
weekly

125 h 250 h 500 h 1000 h 1250 h 1500 h 1750 h 2000 h

** A = at an interval specified by the diagram or once a year
** B = at an interval specified by the diagram or once every two years
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NOTE !!
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M AI NT ENANCE AT 1 0 H
I NT ERVAL S O R DAI L Y

3. Checking amount of coolant
and cleanness of cell

1. Checking of indicator lamp
operations

The cold coolant level should be at
least over the cells.

2. Checking engine oil level
When checking engine oil, the
machine must be located on flat
ground. Oil level should be between
the marks on the dipstick. If
necessary, add oil to the upper mark.
The space between marks is approx.
1 liter. Before checking oil, turn
engine off and wait for a few minutes
to let all oil flow down to the oil
sump. Add the same type of oil that
remains in the engine. See the oil
quality table on pages 56 & 57.

WARNING !!!!!!
Be careful when opening the cap
because the coolant may be hot and
under pressure.
Coolant frost resistance
Measure the frost resistance of the
coolant before winter season. If
necessary, add coolant. Make sure
the added coolant is the same type
as the coolant used before. It is
recommended to change coolant
every other year.
DO NOT USE PLAIN WATER !!

Check also the cleanness of the
radiator cell. If the cell is clogged or
very dirty, clean it with a suitable
solvent and water.
4. Checking air filter and
cleaning dust cover
Turn the engine off. Remove the dust
cap and filter element. Clean the
dust cap and other filter housing
parts. Check the condition of the
filter element. If necessary, clean the
element by blowing compressed air
fron the ’inside out’.
Change
the
filter
element
if
necessary. Also check that the
rubber gaskets of the filter are intact.
Install the filter element and dust cap
back on.
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There is an indicator in connection to
the air filter that indicates if the filter
is clogged in the signal light module.
The indicator will reset automatically
when the clogged filter element is
changed.

When measuring the amount of oil,
the machine should be on flat ground
and the oil should be cool. The oil
level should be visible in the glass. If
the oil level falls below the glass, a
signal light will come on.

NOTE!!!
Never run the engine without an air
filter.

Hydraulic oil filling hole is located in
the engine room. When adding
hydraulic oil, take care that the
added oil and the area of filling hole
are clea.

5. Checking hydraulic oil level
The measuring glass is located in the
middle of the front part of the engine
cover.
Oil tank capacity is 65 liters.

6. Checking washer level
Make sure there is always washing
fluid in the washer tank. Add
cleaning agent to the tank. There is a
filling hole in the left rear portion of
the rear frame. The tank capacity is
1,5 liters.

ADDED OIL MUST BE THE SAME
TYPE AS OIL ALREADY IN THE
TANK !!!!!!
See the oil quality table on pages 56
& 57.
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MAINTENANCE AT 50 HOUR
INTERVALS OR WEEKLY
7. Checking wheel bolt tightness
(first 50 h only)
If necessary, tighten the wheel bolts.
The proper tightening torque is 200
Nm. Always check the tightness 50
hours after removing the wheels.

M AINTENANCE AT 125 H INTERVALS
9. Cleaning water separator
− Open the plug at the bottom of the
water separator and empty the
cup.
− Close the plug.
10. Cleaning the radiator cell

8. Cleaning cabin fresh air filter
First remove the plastic cover in the
back wall of the cabin under which
the filter is located. Then remove the
filter itself and clean it by blowing
with compressed air from the clean
side out. Change a defective or
clogged filter.

Clean the radiator cell with a proper
solvent and water.

11. Greasing
Grease the following items with a
hand-operated grease gun;
ITEM

Centre pivot
Steering cylinders
Brake pedal
Door hinges
Engine cover hinges
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NO. OF NIPPLES

3
2+2
1
2+2
2

12. Changing engine oil (5,4 L)
Draining:

Warm up the oil by running the
engine for a few minutes. Remove
the drain plug and drain the oil into a
container. Open also the filling cap
to help the draining. Clean and
reinstall the drain plug.
Filling:

Fill the crankcase through the filler
hole with new oil to the top of the
mark on the dipstick.

NOTE!
Oil flows faster to the oil pan if you
remove or loosen the dipstick.
After filling, run the engine for a
while and check the oil level once
again.
(Oil capacity is 5,4 liters with the
filter)
See the oil quality table on pages 56
& 57.
NOTE!!!! Take care that the used oil
will be destructed properly.

M AINTENANCE AT 125 H INTERVALS
13. Checking alternator & fan
belt tightness + tightening if
needed
Check the tightness and condition of
belt. Depress the belt and if the
deflection is more than 10mm,
tighten the belt.
If the belt is loose, worn or oily, it
may cause charging or cooling
problems. Keep always one reserve
belt with you.
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14. Changing engine oil filter

15. Changing fuel filter

When changing the filter, always
change to oil as well. Concerning
engine oil change, refer to section 12
directions.

Empty the water separator according
to section 10 and remove the filter as
follows;

CHANGING FILTER:

Changing filter:

- Drain the oil (see section 12)
- Remove the old oil filter
- Clean the leakage from the engine
- Lubricate the rubber seal of the
new filter with new engine oil
- Screw the new filter back on.
NOTE !!!! Tigthen the filter by bare
hands only.

− Open the tensioning screw on the
top of the filter (hold on the
tensioing nut under the filter if
needed) and remove the old filter
− Clean parts before reinstallation
− Install new filter and seals
− Bleed the filter by bleeding screw in
top of the filter system pumping the
hand lever at the same time.

16. Changing engine air filter
Turn engine off. A blocked-up filter
will cause changes in the engine
sound or increase smoking and
reduced power.
Remove the old filter and insert the
new one carefully.
See the installation information in
section 4 (cleaning filters).
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17. Checking tire pressures
Due to the versatile use of LM TRAC
385 the recommended tire pressures
may vary a lot depending on the task
at hand. The maximum pressure
front and rear is 3,4 bar. Typical
’general pressure’ is 2,0 bar.
18. Checking cooling system hoses
+ changing if needed
Check the condition of the cooling
system hoses. Replace worn or
defective hoses.

19. Checkg battery electrolyte
level

20. Checking oil leakages, joints
tensioning

-

Check for leakages in the joints due
to machine vibration. Tighten joints if
necessary.

-

Electrolyte level should be 5-10mm
above the cells
Add distilled water if the filling
degree is too low
Never add acid in the battery
yourself! Do not expose the battery
to open flame.

Keep the battery surfaces clean and
dry. Coat the terminals with grease to
eliminate corrosion.

21. Checking brake functions
Check the functions of brake foot
pedal and parking brake switch.
The machine should stay where it is
safely on 20% slope.

NOTE! In winter time it is important to
run the engine for a while after adding
distilled water. Otherwise the water
may not mix with the acid and freezes.
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M AINTENANCE AT 500 H INTERVALS
22. Changing alternator & fan belt
Loosen the belt tightening screw
(other alternator tightening screw)
and remove old belt. Install the new
belt. Depress the belt and if the
deflection is more than 10mm,
tighten the belt. Check the tightness
of the belt again after a few service
hours.

23. Changing hydraulic oil return
filters (2 pcs)
The machine is equipped with a
signal light for a clogged hydraulic
oil return filter. Change the filters
immediately if the signal light (A4)
comes on in the signal light module.
Changing filters:

− Turn off the engine
− Remove filter covers
(3 screws / cover)
− Remove used filters
− Clean parts and sealing surfaces
− Install new filter elements and Orings.

− Install filter covers
− Start the engine and check for
possible oil leakages
24.
Checking
resistance

frost

Check the coolant frost resistance
with
an
anti-freeze
meter
(glykometer).
Add
anti-freeze
additive if necessary.
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25.
Changing
intermediate
pressure filter of driving system
Change
the
driving
pump
intermediate pressure filter element
(behind the right rear wheel).
M AINTENANCE AT 1000H INTERVALS
26. Changing coolant and cleaning
cooling system
It is a good idea to clean the cooling
system when chaning coolant as
follows:
DRAINING

− Open filling cap of the radiator.
− Disconnect the hoses going to the
radiator and heater and drain the
fluid into a container.

− Empty the coolant pump by
running the starter motor for 2-3
seconds.
− Flush the system with water. Use
fluids designed for cleaning
coolant systems if necessary
(follow their usage instructions).
Alternatively, fill the system with
fluid containing 10 liters of water
and 500g of sodium carbonate.
Run the engine for a few minutes
and flush the system thoroughly.
− Attach loose hoses carefully.
NOTE!!!! Take care that the used
coolant is destructed properly.
FILLING

− Fill the system with a mixture of
water and antifreeze agent (50/50)
through the radiator filler hole.
The cold coolant level should be
at least over the cells. Close the
cap tightly.
− Run the engine until it has
reached itn normal operating
temperature and add mixture if
necessary
−
Follow
the
manufacturer’s
instructions when mixing coolant.
Do not use plain water or plain
antifreeze agent.
Cooling system capacity is 11 liters.
WARNING!
Never fill a hot engine with cold
coolant. Be very careful when
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opening the cap of a cooling system
containing
hot
coolant
under
pressure!
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27. Cleaning hydraulic oil tank and
changing hydraulic oil (65L)
Cleaning:

-

Warm the hydraulic by loading the
machine.
Drain the tank by opening the oil
drain plug under the tank.
Flush the tank with new oil if
necessary.

Filling:

- Reinstall the drain plug. If you use
teflon tape when sealing, make
sure no tape gets in the tank.
- Fill the tank with new oil according
to section 5 (approx. 65 liters).
- Start the engine and use the
hydraulics for some time and check

oil level again. Add hydraulic oil if
necessary.

-

Drain the tank by opening the
drain plug under the tank.

Check oil quality diagram on pages
56 & 57.
NOTE!!!! Make sure the used oil is
destructed properly.
28. Cleaning fuel tank
The fuel tank should be cleaned
before winter season. This way the
effects of water in the fuel system
can be avoided. The best way to
avoid water condensating in the tank
is to always keep it as full as
possible.
Cleaning:
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-

-

Clean the drain plug. If you use
teflon tape for sealing, make sure
no tape gets in the tank.
Fill the tank with new, clean fuel.

WARNING!
NEVER USE SPIRIT MIXED WITH
FUEL as it reduces the lubricating
characteristics of the fuel and may
damage the gaskets.

29. Measuring driving hydraulic
pressure and adjusting if needed

31.
Checking
injectors

NOTE! Section 29, 30 and 31 service
items are recommended to be left for
qualified service personnel.

On the condition that the engine can
run smoothly, the injectors must be
clean and in good shape. It is better
to leave the injector check to an
expert.

30. Measuring and adjusting of
working hydraulic max pressure
NOTE! Section 29, 30 and 31 service
items are recommended to be left for
qualified service personnel.

cleaning

How do you notice dirty of faulty injectors??

− Knocking indicates a defective
injector. When idling and when
the engine is cold, knocking does
not necessarily mean a fault, but
if the knocking sound is heard
also
in
normal
operating
temperature, the fault is probably
in the injectors.
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- Knocking may also be caused by
air in the fuel system.
− Excessive
smoke
indicates
problems in injectors (unless the
smoking is caused by a blockedup air filter, for example).
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M AINTENANCE AT 2000 HOUR
INTERVALS
32. Changing cabin fresh air filter
First remove the cover in the back
wall under which the filter is located.
Then remove the filter. Install a new
filter.

33. Checking alternator

34. Checking starter motor

Check that all alternator wirings are
in good shape and connections
clean. Dirty and loose connections
may cause charging problems.

Check
that
the
wirings
and
connections are in good shape and
clean. Repair if necessary.
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S P E C I AL
INSTRUCTIONS
Electrical system

Engine
Bleeding fuel system

Air filter maintenance

Fuses

The fuel system has an automatic
bleeding system for example when
fuel runs out. When changing the
fuel filter, you have to use the
manual bleeding. See page 40.

When cleaning the air filter, check
also that the filter element and
gaskets are in good shape. A
damaged filter should be replaced
immediately with a new one. Clean
the dust cap daily.

Fuses are located in the left front
portion of the cabin under a plastic
cover.
Always keep the fuse boxes clean.
When changing a fuse, always find
out the fault which caused the fuse
burning.

Air filter
The air filter prevents dust and other
impurities from mixing with the
engine intake air. The wear of the
engine depends a lot on the purity of
the intake air. Therefore it is very
important to check the air filter
regularly.
In connection with the filter there is
an indicator for clogging (negative
pressure).

NOTE !
Do not remove or clean the filter
unnecessarily. When the filter is
removed, it is always possible that
impurities get into the intake
manifold.
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FUSES
CODE

USE

CURR

CODE

USE

50 A

F17

Pre-joystick main current

10 A

F18

Radio / brake light / front
motor hydraulics / rear lift /
lowering (inner)

7,5 A

F19

Front electric connection

15 A

F20

Windscrn. Wiper & washer
/ horn / speed range signal
light

20 A

F21

Reserve

F0

Main current

F1

Parking light, right

3A

F2

Parking light, left

3A

F3

Headlight, right

7,5 A

F4

Headlight, left

7,5 A

F5

10 A

F9

High beam
Rotating flashing light / inner
light / cigarette lighter
Emergency lights, parking
light main current
Radio memory, engine bay
light, sensor electronics
Driving direction / parking
brake

F10

Reserve

F11

Engine stop solenoid
Blinker, driving light main
current
High beam blinker, speed
range selector
Heater fan / air-conditioning
main currnet

F6
F7
F8

F12
F13
F14
F15
F16

Reserve
Glowing excitation / seat
heating / air seat

7,5 A
10 A
7,5 A
10 A

CURR

F23

Rear lift / lowering (inner) /
rear electr. connection
(continuous) / external
drive / speed sensor
Fan / air-conditioning
excitation

F22

F24

Pilot-operation valves, front

7,5 A

F25

Reserve

20 A

F26

Working lights

F29

Reserve

10 A

7,5 A
3A
7,5 A
15 A

10 A

7,5 A

F100 Indicator, main current

3A

F110 Indicator excitation /
signal lights / central
alarm

3A
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LEDS
The LED below a fuse indicates a
blown fuse. The LED will light up
only if the fuse is loaded, for
example the windshield wiper has to
be turned on for the wiper fuse to be
proved defective. When the fuse is
intact the LED will not light up.

RELAYS
CODE

USE

K1

Main current

K3

Anti-start

K3B

Speed range change

K4

Driving direction backward

K5

Driving direction forward

K6

Working lights

K8

Driving light system

K9

Driving light system

K10

Fan

K11
K17

Blinker
Engine start

K20

Glowing
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Precautions when servicing the
electric system
− Always switch off the main current
when servicing the electric system.
− When removing the battery,
always disconnect the (-) cable
first.

− Connect battery poles correctly.
− Connect the (+) cable first.
NOTE! Do not smoke near the
battery. Never expose the battery to
open flame!
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Adjusting headlight aim

STORING

Headlight aiming is very important,
especially when you are driving on
public streets and roads. Optical
aiming is a fast and accurate
operation which can be made in
service stations or in repair shops. If
it is not possible to use optical
equipment, aiming can be done
according to the following picture.

Less than 2 months
No special measures are needed if:
− machine has been serviced
regularly
− machine is clean
− coolant freezing resistance has
been controlled
− fuel tank is full
− battery is stored properly

− Check before the adjusting that
the machine is normally loaded
and tire pressures are correct.
− Drive the machine in front of a
wall.
− Tick off two points in to the wall in
the middle point of the headlights.
− Reverse the machine 5 meters off
the wall.
− Switch on the headlights. The
center point of the beam should
be 50 mm lower than those ticks.
− If necessary, adjust vertically and
horizontally.

More than 2 months
− clean outside and carry out
general greasing
− clean fuel tank
− add 5 liters of so called protective
fuel or 1,5% oil in to the fuel tank.
− Fill the tank with gas oil
− clean water separator
− change engine oil and filter
− measure
coolant
freezing
resistance and battery capacity
− run the engine to reach normal
usage temperature and drive for a
while
− remove injectors and pour approx.
0,5 dl protective oil to each
cylinder

Dimensions
L = 5m
B = distance of headlight center
points
H = height of headlight from ground
minus 50 mm

The beam should be in height H
when the machine is in distance L
from the wall. Adjust the aiming if
needed.
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FROM STORAGE INTO USE

After more than 2 month’s storage

After less than 2 month’s storage
− rotate the engine with starter
motor for a while
(Note! Shutdown wire should be
disconnected.)
− reinstall
injectors,
use
new
gaskets
− Remove the battery and store it in
a
cool,
dry
and
steady
temperature place. Charge the
battery every two months.
− loose the fan belt
− protect parts exposed to corrosion
with protective oil ( CRC or
similar)
− use cellophane film to cover air
filter and exhaust pipe hole

− install charged battery
− check oil and fluid levels as well
as tire pressures
− carry out general greasing
− bleed fuel system if needed
− rotate the engine with starter
motor for a while (shutdown wire
should be disconnected) or until
the oil pressure signal light turns
off
− start the engine, but don’t rush it
suddenly
− test drive the machine to make
sure that all functions are working
properly

− check tire pressures
− remove protective covers
− rotate fan blades by hand
carefully forward and backward to
unfasten possibly stuck gaskets of
circulating pump
− remove protective grease
− tighten fan belt
− remove rocker arm cover and
lubricate the valve mechanism
with engine oil
− check oil and fluid levels
− bleed the fuel system if needed
− mount the charged battery
− rotate the engine for a while
(shutdown
wire
should
be
disconnected) or until the oil
pressure signal light turns off
− start the engine, but don’t rush it
suddenly
− test drive the machine to make
sure all functions are working
properly
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T ECHNICAL DAT A
Dimensions

Engine

(with standard tires)

Length

2800 mm

Width

1360 mm

Height

1980 mm

Wheelbase

1773 mm

Model

Lombardini LDW 2004,
4-cycle, watercooled antechamber diesel engine

Cylinders

4

Piston displacement

2068 cm³

Gauge

1030 mm

Bore

85 mm

Turning radius,min

1295 mm

Stroke

82 mm

Turning radius,max

2685 mm

Compression ratio

22 : 1

Engine power, kW/rpm DIN

35,3 / 3000

Engine power, hp/rpm DIN

48,0 / 3000

Torque, Nm/rpm

130 / 1900

Idling speed

800 rpm

Direction of rotation

counterclockwise from
flywheel

Air filter

dry paper filter with
indicator

Ground clearance

190 mm

Weights
Dead weight (tanks full)

1700 kg

Front axle load

810 kg

Rear axle load

890 kg

Max allowable gross weight

2,6 ton

Max allowable load of front axle

1,8 ton

Max allowable load of rear axle

1,8 ton
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Lubricating system

Driving hydraulics

Gear pump and main flow
filter

replaceable

Oil filter

paper filter

Max. oil pressure at
full speed

550 kPa
(5,5 bar)

A 4-wheel drive fully hydraulic drive system with stepless
speed control and driving direction forward / backward
selection switch that automatically watches engine rpm
and power. The system Two driving speed ranges.

Fuel system

Speed ranges
- speed range I
- speed range II

electro-hydraulic controlled
0-15 km/h (slow)
0-30 km/h (fast)

Driving pump

Axial, programmable variableVolume axial-piston pump

Hub motor

Black Bruin, two-speed radial
piston type cam motor
52 cm 3/r
0-156 dm 3/min / 3000rpm

Fuel

gas oil

Injection pump

4 separate pumps

Injection order

1-3-4-2

Injection advance

12-13°

Fuel filter

paper filter

Max pump volume
per revolution

Nozzle opening pressure

13 Mpa (130 bar)

Pump output
System
max pressure
valve)

Cooling system
Thermostat-controlled overpressurized system: 90 kPa
(0,9 bar).
System capacity is approximately 11 liters.

30 MPa / 300 bar)
(opening pressure

Feed pressure

2,6 MPa (26 bar ) / 3000 rpm

Return filters

25 µm abs
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safety

Working hydraulics

Brake system

Load-sensing system
Electrical control for rotary implements.
Working pump

Rexroth, load-sensing
axial-piston pump

Valve arrangement

Danfoss, at least 4-spindle

Motor spindle control

Electrical control

Pump output
System max pressure

Also an automatic brake function of the fully hydraulic
power transmission.
Tires
Tire pressure

Standard

Pump volume per
revolution

In the hub motors of the front axle, built-in spring-loaded
oil bath lamella (multidisc) brakes used as driving and
parking brakes.

28cm 3/r
0-84 dm 3/min/3000rpm

26x12.00-12 8PR

à 3,4 bar (max)

Tire pressures can vary according to the application.
General pressure is 2,0 bar in the front as well as in the
rear tires, if not otherwise stated.

230 bar (opening pressure
for safety valve)

System max work
pressure

200 bar

Pressure difference

16 bar

Steering hydraulics
Hydrostatically assisted articulated steering
(Orbitrol system)
Steering valve

Danfoss

Steering cylinders

2 pcs
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Electrical system
Voltage

12V

Starter motor

2,0 kW, 12V

Alternator

65A, 12V

Battery

90 Ah, 12V

Grounding

negative ( -)

Fuses

25 pcs, 3-50A

Headlight lamps

H4 60/55W 12V

Working light lamps

H3, 55W, 12V

Parking light lamps

5W, 12V

Blinker lamp

21W, 12V

Brake- & parking light
lamps

5/21W, 12V

Warning light lamp

H1 55W, 12V

Inner light lamps
12V
Engine block heater

1 pc 5W, 2 pcs 10W,
600W, 220V
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Fluid capacities and lubricant recommendations
Capacity

diesel
(winter
quality)

water/glycol

water/glycol

50/50

50/50

15W40 API

CASTROL

CD/CE

CRD 10W/30

65 L

ISO-VG46
DIN 51524 osa1
DIN 51502
HLP 46

CASTROL
AWH 46

1,5 L

water/washing
agent 50/50

water/washing
agent 50/50

Molybdenum
sulphide
grease

CASTROL
MS1 GREASE

55 L

Cooling system

11 L
5,6 L

Hydraulic oil
W indscreen
tank
Greasing

washer

Factory
installation

diesel

Fuel tank

Engine oil

Recommendation

Oil viscosity recommendations
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LUBRICANT REFERENCE TABLE
ENGINE OIL

CASTROL
KENDALL

HYDRAULIC OIL
HYSPIN AWH 46

HYDRAULIC OIL
HYSPIN AWH 68

GREASE

CRD

10W30

MS 1 GREASE

Rx SUPER+

15W40

SUPER-D3

10W30

FOUR SEASONS 46

SHP

SUPER-D3

15W40

NATURA H.V. 46

SUPER BLU (SPRAY)

BIO GREE H.V.I

NESTE

DELTA

MOBIL

DELVAC MX

10W30

NESTE HYDRAULICS 46

NESTE HYDRAULICS 68

NESTE MOLYGREASE

EAL SYNDRAULIC 46

FLOWREX 1, 85, 86,

MOBILGREASE SPECIAL

15W40
10W30
15W40

SPECIAL , SH 68

ESSOLUBE D3

10W30

PLUS

15W40

SPECIAL DIESEL

10W30

MOTOR OIL

15W40

SHELL

RIMULA X

10W30

TELLUS OIL T 46

TELLUS OIL T 68

RETINAX AM

15W40

TELLUS OIL TX 46

TELLUS OIL TX 68

SRS 4000

TEBOIL

POWER

10W30

HYDRAULIC OIL 46S

HYDRAULIC OIL 68

UNIVERSAL M

SUPER HPD

15W40

URSA DMO

10W30

RANDO OIL HDZ 46

RANDO OIL HD CZ 68

URSA PREMIUM

15W40

ESSO

TEXACO

UNIVIS HP46

BEACON Q2

MULTI-PURPOSE GREASE
MOLYTEX GREASE

FE
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ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT
A1 Radiocassetteplayer
A2 Speaker, left
A3 Speaker, right
FUSES:
F0 Main current
F1 Parking light, right
F2 Parking light, left
F3 Headlight, right
F4 Headlight, left
F5 High beam
F6 Rotating warning light / inner light / cigarette
lighter
F7 Emergency light / main currrent parking
lights
F8 Radio memory, engine bay light, sensor
electronics
F9 Driving directions / parking brake
F10 Reserve
F11 Engine stop solenoid
F12 Blinker / main current headlights
F13 High beam blink / speed range selector
F14 Fan / main current air conditioning
F15 Reserve
F16 Glowing excitation / seat heater /air seat
F17 Pre-joystick main current
F18 Radio / brake light / front motor hydraulics
/ rear lift/lower (inner)
F19 Front electric connection
F20 Windscreen wiper & washer / horn /
speed range signal light
F21 Reserve

F22 Rear lift/lower (inner) / rear electric
connection (continuous) / external drive /
speed sensor
F23 Fan / air-conditioning excitation
F24 Pilot-operated valve, front
F25 Reserve
F26 Working lights
F29 Reserve
F100 Meter, main current
F110 Meter excitation / signal lights / central
alarm
EQUIPMENT:
G1 Alternator
G2 Battery
PS Backing alarm
TO Horn
HS Central alarm buzzer
PT1 Air-conditioning pressure limit
T1 Thermostat
JS Joystick
LIGHTS:
H4 Headlight, right
H5 Headlight, left
H6 Parking light, front right
H7 Blinker, front right
H8 Parking light, front left
H9 Blinker, front left
H10 Signal light – engine coolant temp.
H11 Signal light – oil pressure
H12 Signal light - charging
H13 Signal light – air filter
H14 Signal light – hydraulic oil level
H15 Signal light – return filter
H16 Signal light – central alarm
H17 Signal light – intermediate pressure
filter
H20 Signal light - blinkers

H21 Signal light – high beam
H22 Signal light – parking break
H23 Signal light - glowing
H24 Signal light – fast speed range
H25 Signal light – driving direction forward
H26 Signal light - reserve
H27 Signal light – driving direction
backward
SI Inner light
KV Engine bay light
ET Front working light (optional)
TT Rear working light
MA Rotary beacon
RELAYS:
K1 Main current
K1.1 Central alarm
K1.2 Front electric connection (Joystick)
K3 Anti-start
K3B Speed range change
K4 Driving direction backward
K4B Gas increase
K5 Driving direction forward
K6 Working lights
K8 Driving light system
K9 Driving light system
K10 Fan
K11 Blinker
K17 Engine start
K20 Glowing
MOTORS:
M1 Starter motor
M2 Heater fan
M3 Air seat motor
M4 W indscreen wiper
M5 W indscreen washer
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------> CONTINUED
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RESISTORS:

SWITCHES & SENSORS:

VALVES & SENSORS

R02 Charging excitation resistor
R5 Seat heating
R10 Glow plugs
R20 Display terminal resistor
R22 Rear resistor
R23 Front resistor
R25 Motor hydraulics
R1000
External drive adjustable resistor
R1001
Inching potentiometer

S1
S2
S10
S11
S12
S13
S14
S15
S16
S17

Y1
Y2
Y3
Y4
Y5
Y6
Y7
Y20
Y21
Y22
Y23
Y24
Y25
Y26
Y27

Ignition switch
Main current
Seat heating (optional)
Air-conditioning switch (optional)
Heater fan
W arning light (HAZARD)
Headlights
W orking lights
Cigarette lighter
Driving program selector (+diagnostic
light)
S18 External drive
S20 Parking brake
S21 Implement electric connection, front
S22 Rotary beacon
S23 Cylinder hydraulics, rear (optional)
S23b Cylinder hydraulics, rear (optional)
S24 Motor hydraulics, rear (optional)
S25 Motor hydraulics, front
S50 Engine emergency stop
S50a Left combination switch (driving
control)
S51 W iper / washer / horn
S51a Right combination switch (driving
light change / high beam switch)
S52 External drive
S53 Rear cylinder hydraulics, external
use
S100 Brake light
S100b Engine coolant temperature sensor
S106 Glow relay temperature sensor
S107 Hydraulic oil temperature sensor
S108 Oil pressure sensor
S109 Fuel level sensor
S110 Speed sensor

Driving direction, forward
Driving direction, backward
Air-conditioning compressor
Stop valve
Parking brake
Gas increase valve (optional)
Speed range
Motor hydraulics, front
Front implement connection use
1. Cylinder hydraulics, front
3. Cylinder hydraulics, front
2. Cylinder hydraulics, front
1. Cylinder hydraulics, rear
Motor hydraulics, rear
2. Cylinder hydraulics, rear
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3-point connection . . . 13
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Brake system.
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Driving speed controller. . 24
Electric diagram . . . . 60
Electric equipment . . . 58
Electrical system . . . . 55
Emergency stop switch . . 25
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Engine oil changing . . . 39
Engine oil filter . . . . 40
Fresh air fan . . . . . 25
From storage into use . . 51
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Headlight aiming . . .
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